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This sesame mojito is a beautiful green and golden color because of the local goodies Korea has to offer - perilla and yuja leaves. Soy sauce, fresh ginger and chili peppers are added to dishes. This is a traditional Korean dish, and therefore every year from February 9 to 11, some restaurants try to surprise guests. After dark in Gyeongsang-su, the weather is not at all the same as during the day. It will be time for us to watch the fireworks
of small balloons being launched into the sky and marvel at how beautifully the Koreans are celebrating the victory over Japan. Today we will enjoy the view of Kim Sung standing in Hanbok Park. A worthy person is a state leader who made a small contribution to the defeat of Japan, but before you start watching the broadcast, I want to remind you that this is not only his own business, but also the business of everyone in Korea. We
live in the same country and work towards a common goal, no matter who is at the helm or defending our freedom. We return to the arts recreation area to continue our tour. Today, we're looking at the Heartbreak Garden, located on a hill northwest of the park. A huge boxwood forest was planted in 1879 to celebrate the New Year 1882, and every single branch is dotted with millions of red thorns. In that year, economic growth was to
begin in the country and it was supposed to bring prosperity to the people. It was these trees that were planted so that we could get fresh food from underground. They turned into the world's largest boxwood in 1957 in accordance with the plan for the distribution of cultural plantings, developed for the country by Japanese experts in 1912. For 500 years, these boxwoods have become the largest and most durable natural hedges in the
world. Let's move on to another attraction of Hanbok Park - this is Gyeongnigamdo Temple Hill. He was an extremely important person in Korean history who built two large temples in honor of his wife. Gyeonggyamdo Hill has always been associated with the goddess who controls the elements. Even in ancient times, women could predict the weather and control it, which is why the mountains became the place where they placed the
symbols of this god.From the very beginning, the Hill was considered a sacred place, so many rulers came to bow to its outlines. Here we can also see an image which is a dynamic symbol. This is a design often seen on the Korean flag. Actually, it is very difficult
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